Neutron Spin Rotation Measurements
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Abstract. The neutron spin rotation (NSR) collaboration used parity-violating spin rotation of transversely po-

larized neutrons transmitted through a 0.5 m liquid helium target to constrain weak coupling constants between
nucleons. While consistent with theoretical expectation, the upper limit set by this measurement on the rotation
angle is limited by statistical uncertainties. The NSR collaboration is preparing a new measurement to improve
this statistically-limited result by about an order of magnitude. In addition to using the new high-flux NG-C
beam at the NIST Center for Neutron Research, the apparatus was upgraded to take advantage of the larger-area
and more divergent NG-C beam. Significant improvements are also being made to the cryogenic design. Details of these improvements and readiness of the upgraded apparatus are presented. We also comment on how
recent theoretical work combining effective field theory techniques with the 1/Nc expansion of QCD along with
previous NN weak measurements can be used to make a prediction for dφ/dz in 4 He.
An experiment using the same apparatus with a room-temperature target was carried out at LANSCE to place
limits on parity-conserving rotations from possible fifth-force interactions to complement previous studies. We
sought this interaction using a slow neutron polarimeter that passed transversely polarized slow neutrons by
unpolarized slabs of material arranged so that this interaction would tilt the plane of polarization and develop a
component along the neutron momentum. The results of this measurement and its impact on the neutron-matter
coupling g2A from such an interaction are presented.

1 Introduction
The nucleon-nucleon (NN) weak interaction is one of the
most poorly understood areas of the Standard Model. Understanding the NN weak interaction in general and NN
weak interaction amplitudes in particular is very important for several reasons [1–4]. It is a probe of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) that samples the short-distance
quark-quark correlations in QCD and its chiral symmetrydominated long-range properties. Knowledge of weak NN
couplings can shed light on parity violation phenomena
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in atomic and nuclear physics [5–8]. The theoretical advances in the description of NN weak interaction set the
stage for eventual quantitative predictions of the weak interaction directly from the Standard Model and QCD and
thus make better contact with QCD in the near future.
The uncertainty in details of the hadronic weak interaction (HWI) stems largely from the very short range of
the quark-quark weak interaction (∼0.01 fm) compared
with the range of nucleon-nucleon interaction (∼1 fm) and
the relative strength of the weak to strong force between
strongly interacting particles (10−7 − 10−6 ). Experimentally one uses parity violation to isolate the weak con-

tribution. The primary analysis tool over the past few
decades has been the meson exchange model of Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein (DDH) [9, 10]. The DDH
models the HWI between nucleons as an exchange of a
light meson (π, ρ, ω) where the meson couples to the nucleons via strong coupling at one vertex and weak coupling at the other. This model 0 leads to seven meson cou0,1,1 ,2
pling constants, h1π , h0,1
, which need to be fixed
ω , hρ
by measurement. Several measurements from NN system to heavy nuclei were carried out but only some place
constraints on HWI [11], which include ~p+p [12–17],
~p+4 He [18, 19], Pγ (18 F) [20–23], and Aγ (19 F) [24–26].
In heavy nuclei measurements, an asymmetry enhancement is observed but the theory calculations are complicated [5, 27]. This difficulty motivated studying few body
systems because while they are expected to have small
asymmetries, 10−7 – 10−8 , the associated theory is calculable and reliable.
NPDGamma experiment is the first few nucleon precision measurement of h1π with little or no theoretical ambiguity [28, 29]. NPDGamma experiment measured the
parity-violating asymmetry in polarized neutron capture
on protons, Aγ (~np → dγ), which is proportional to h1π .
The experiment completed data collection and the final results show a small value for h1π = [+2.6 ± 1.2 (stat.) ±
0.2 (sys.)] × 10−7 [29]. Other few body measurements include neutron capture on 3 He (~n+3 He) at the SNS and neutron spin rotation in 4 He (~n+4 He) at NIST (the focus of this
proceeding). Within the framework of the DDH model,
the ~n+4 He is especially interesting. It is the isospin mirror
of ~p+4 He and it would allow an isoscalar/isovector separation. The linear combination of NN weak amplitudes
in ~n+4 He is almost orthogonal to the existing constraints
from past measurements and the addition of ~n+4 He gives
strong constraints [30].
Recently, an alternative to the DDH potential has
been developed based on pionless effective field theory
(EFT) [31–33]. The advantages of this approach is that
EFT treatment is model independent and has quantifiable errors and direct connection to QCD. When applying
the 1/Nc expansion of QCD [34, 35], which is known to
work at the ∼10% level for deriving the relative strengths
of the NN strong interacting couplings, the implications
were very surprising. The first conclusion was that the
isovector NN parity violation amplitudes are small compared to both isoscalar and isotensor NN weak interactions. The other implication was that the commonly used
isoscalar/isovector plot to display constraints of NN weak
interactions is very deceiving as it is hiding a dominant
contribution from the isotensor amplitude [11].
In Ref. [11], Gardner, Holstein and Haxton have for
the first time reorganized the theory analysis to take into
account the recent theory results from the QCD 1/Nc expansion, which gives a natural scale for the relative size
of the weak couplings. It leads to a completely different
picture of the NN weak interaction. In particular, it has
very important positive implications for the scientific impact of ~n+4 He spin rotation. The theory is now in a position to predict ~n+4 He neutron spin rotation from the Standard Model. The predicted size of the spin rotation angle

is large, 6.8 × 10−7 rad/m, which is based on the assumption that the three N2 LO low-energy constants (LECs) are
negligible [11]. However, very recent NPDGamma results [29] show that the N2 LO LECs can not be neglected.
Including the N2 LO LECs and NPDGamma results [29] in
the EFT+leading-Nc expansion gives a neutron spin rotation angle in 4 He of (4.4±1.5)×10−7 rad/m. The statistical
error of the earlier version of the ~n+4 He experiment was
9 × 10−7 rad/m [4], and with the new very intense beam of
cold neutrons at NIST we should be able to reach a statistical accuracy of better than ∼ 1 × 10−7 rad/m. The
~n+3 He experiment is now completed at SNS and a final
result with a very small value was released at the APS
DNP2017 meeting. The ~n+3 He collaboration is still investigating some of the associated systematic uncertainties. The ~n+3 He experiment is sensitive to the isotensor
component of the NN weak interaction, whereas ~n+4 He is
not. Since the isotensor NN weak amplitude is now understood from theoretical considerations to be one of the
two leading-order terms in NN weak interaction, this is an
important distinction between the two experiments.
In ~n+4 He parity violation experiment, polarized slow
neutrons are used to constrain hadronic weak coupling
constants by measuring their parity violating spin rotation
in liquid 4 He. The neutron spin rotation (NSR) collaboration measured a neutron spin rotation angle per unit length
(dφ/dz) of [+1.7 ± 9.1 (stat.) ± 1.4 (sys.)] × 10−7 rad/m [4].
As mentioned previously, recent EFT+leading-Nc calculations of dφ/dz showed a value of (4.4 ± 1.5) × 10−7
rad/m [11], therefore, an improvement on the statistical
uncertainties to the level of 1 × 10−7 will be of a great
value. At a minimum it would suffice to place a tight constraint on NN weak interaction amplitudes but can become
the first test of the Standard Model in the NN weak sector
if a nonzero value obtained as predicted by theory.
The ~n+4 He parity-odd neutron spin rotation measurement involves passing a transversely polarized neutron
through 4 He target and can be understood in terms of neutron optics. The parity-violating (PV) weak interaction
causes the amplitudes of the positive and negative neutron
helicity states moving through a medium to accumulate
different phases. The difference φPV between the phase
shifts of the helicity states leads to a rotation of the neutron polarization about its momentum, which manifestly
violates parity [36]. The rotation angle per unit length is
proportional to the forward limit of the parity-odd p-wave
scattering amplitude fPV , dφ/dz = 4πρ fPV /k. Because
~ n · ~kn
fPV is proportional to the parity-odd correlation σ
~
~ n the neutron spin vector and kn the neutron mowith σ
mentum, it tends to a constant for low energy neutrons in
the absence of resonances [37]. The expected range of the
parity-violating rotation angles for such few-body systems
is of the order of 10−7 rad/m [9, 11, 38].

2 Experimental setup
Measuring a very small spin-rotation angle of 10−7 rad/m
is very challenging and requires an apparatus that distinguishes the small parity-violating rotations from rotations

Figure 1. Top view diagram of the spin rotation apparatus [39]. The target consists of four chambers and a π-coil.

that arise from residual magnetic fields. The apparatus
consists of an upgraded version of that used in the previous NSR measurement [40–42]. The old apparatus consisted of a neutron supermirror polarizer, an adiabatic RF
spin-flipper, nonmagnetic neutron guides, spin transport,
an adiabatic spin rotator, a neutron supermirror polarization analyzer, and a current-mode ion chamber [41, 42].
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the neutron beam-line and
path along the spin rotation apparatus. Details of the measurement technique and the apparatus can be found elsewhere [39].

3 Toward an improved measurement
The recent high intensity neutron beam (NG-C) at
NIST [43] has a factor of 20 increase on NG-6 flux which
provides the opportunity to drastically improve the statistically limited previous NSR measurement [4]. However,
NG-C has larger cross sectional area (11 × 11 cm2 ) and
larger divergence (5.95 mrad/Å) than the NG-6 neutron
beam with 6 × 15 cm2 cross sectional area and 2.0 mrad/Å
divergence which necessitated upgrading the NSR apparatus to take advantage of the larger-area and more divergent
NG-C beam.
In addition to matching the cross sectional area and divergence of NG-C beam, several other improvements on
NSR setup were carried out. These improvements include
two new 10 × 10 cm2 polarizing super-mirrors with 60
Si/Gd m = 2.5 super-mirror (SM) blades to polarize and
analyze the beam. The SM polarizer is shown in Figure 2.
These SM benders have a transmission of greater than 90%
for one spin state and a transmission of less than 0.5% for
the other spin state.
To retain a greater faction of the more divergent
beam on NG-C, new 10 × 10 cm2 with m = 2 nonmagnetic (NiMo/Ti) super-mirror waveguides were constructed. The new input and output guides have < 1%
depolarization probability per bounce. New input and output coils were built to match the larger guides. The coils
consist of wires woven into grooves etched into hollow
hexagonal plastic extrusions with a rectangular cavity in
the center to fit the SM guides, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Front view of the SM. The image seen through the SM
is deflected by 13 mrad.

Figure 3. Front view of the input and output coils.

One of the main challenges during the previous NSR
experiment was moving and maintaining liquid 4 He in the
cryostat, and more than 25% of the beam-on time was lost
in this process. Therefore, more efficient liquid 4 He pumping system that includes a 4 He liquefier was built. The 4 He

4 Search for possible exotic spin
dependent interactions using NSR
apparatus
The NSR apparatus was also used to search for a possible
new axial vector interaction in the millimeter to micron
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liquefier is expected to operate continuously by converting
helium boil-off gas from the helium cryostat to liquid helium and delivering liquid helium back into the cryostat.
The 4 He liquefier was tested for three months of continuous operation at an observed liquefaction rate from warm
gas of 12 liters per day. With automated operation capable of handling ∼550 mW heat load, the 4 He liquefier
will also reduce down time by improving the management
of the liquid 4 He target. An enlarged 4 He target is being
constructed to match the cross sectional area of the NG-C
beam and fit with the new 4 He pumping system. Figure 4
shows the design of the 4 He target being constructed. All
of the target components including the cryostat and 4 He
liquefier are constructed and commissioned, and we are
currently testing the 4 He pump.
A new 10 cm diameter ion chamber of similar design
to the existing chamber was constructed. Additional improvements on the magnetic shielding in the target region
were carried out to maintain magnetic fields below 10 µG
in the target region which keeps the associated systematic
uncertainties at ∼ 1.0 × 10−7 . Calculations of the involved
systematic uncertainties are discussed elsewhere [39]. A
summary of the improvements related to the new NSR experiment is shown in Table 1. With the higher NG-C flux
and various upgraded experiment components, we expect
the new experiment to reach statistical and systematic precision of [1.0 (stat) ± 1.0 (sys)] × 10−7 rad/m for the extracted parity violating spin rotation angle.
All of the NSR components except for the 4 He target
were constructed and tested, and commissioned at LANSCE on FP12 beam-line. They were used for another measurement, that is discussed in section 4, and performed as
they were intended.

log|g2 |

Figure 4. Cross sectional design view of the 4 He target.

range using spin dependent interactions of neutrons with
matter though exchange of spin 1 bosons as predicted in
some extensions of the Standard Model. This experiment
was performed on FP12 at the LANSCE facility at Los
Alamos by passing transversely polarized slow neutrons
through gaps between slabs of copper and float glass arranged so that the possible exotic interaction would tilt the
plane of polarization along the neutron momentum [44].
The resulting rotation angle, φ = [+2.8 ± 4.6 (stat.) ±
4.0 (sys.)] × 10−5 rad/m, was consistent with zero [45].
This constraint improves on the previous upper bounds on
g2A by about three orders of magnitude for λc between 1 cm
and 1 µm.
This result was obtained with a week worth of data
at LANSCE and the recent high intensity neutron beam
(NG-C) at NIST [43] provides the opportunity to drastically improve on these constraints. In addition, we are
currently upgrading the room temperature target by using
tungsten plates instead of copper plates to further increase
mass density gradient in target which further enhances the
studied effect. With one calendar month of beam time on
NG-C and with the upgraded target we expect to set a new
limit on possible exotic axial vector couplings of the neutron to matter which is more than two to three orders of
magnitude more stringent than the previous measurement
at LANSCE [45], as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Projections of g2A as a function of λc from the proposed
measurement at NG-C (dashed-red) compared with constraints
from LANSCE measurement (longdashed-blue) [45], K–3 He comagnetometry (a) [46] and from a neutron measurement using
Ramsey spectroscopy (b) [47].

5 Conclusion
Significant recent theoretical work predicted a relatively
large neutron spin rotation, (4.4±1.5)×10−7 rad/m, in 4 He
without sensitivity to the isotensor component of the NN

Table 1. Summary of the upgraded and new components for NSR experiment on NG-C compared with those of NSR on NG-6.

Component
Counting Statistics
Polarizer/Analyzer
Cross sectional area
Input/output guides
Duty factor

NSR on NG-6
4.5 × 108

Background B-field
Uncertainties

100 µG
9.1 (stat) ± 1.4 (sys)

5 × 5 cm2
m = 0.68

weak interaction, a strong distinction between ~n+3 He and
~n+4 He. The NSR collaboration substantially improved the
previous NSR apparatus to repeat the measurement at the
high flux NG-C beam-line. This is expected to yield a
measurement at the level of < [±1.0 (stat.) ± 1.0 (sys.)] ×
10−7 rad/m which would provide the first test of the Standard Model in the NN weak sector.
The upgraded apparatus was used to make significant
improvement in limits on spin-dependent fifth forces using
a room temperature target. This constraint improves on the
previous upper bounds on g2A by 2–4 orders of magnitude
for λc between 1 cm and 1 µm.
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